survivor girl ukulele band

1 twinkle twinkle little star 4:42
2 survivor girl ukulele bard song 4:17
3 ami tomake bhalobashi (I love you) 3:38
4 chande jabo (let's go to the moon) 3:25
5 survivor girl ukulele bard song reprise 4:16
6 twinkle twinkle little star reprise 4:45
7 survivor girl ukulele bard song reprise 2 4:22
8 ami tomake bhalobashi reprise, dence mix 3:30

tracks 1, 3, 4, 6 & 8 written by laurie kallevig and survivor girls tracks 2, 5 & 7 written by edward tree (extra measure music/ascap)

thank you thank you thank you!!!

thank you for sharing this music with you. thank you for joining us on this journey and helping these girls be heard.

thank you and anek bhalobashi to the survivor girls of saniaap india in kolakat, who not only performed on this ep, but also helped write three of the songs — songs about tough times and happy times, about love and missing home, and even about eating ice cream on the moon!!

thank you to saniaap india for the opportunity to work with the residents of your shelter home and for your steadfast collaboration with survivor girl ukulele band project.

bhor dhanyabad big thank you to ed allee, simbly and robert berg, bob hillman, tom hubbard, joko bhati, allie, ross webb, hugo & nick maccarone, tony and bonnie schwab, nick smith, sophie, and blake williams.

huge thanks to my executive producers, alper akkure, hau'oli strummers ukulele club — san diego, dean & ellen, hugh & nick maccarone, and a very special thank you to my twin sister, lori courtwright — my biggest supporter every day and in every way. ame amor borki bhalobashii!

thank you thank you to ed for the survivor girl ukulele band song, and to edd aparato, sumi ivila, john o'kennedy, steve deutsch, mb gordy, chad watson, eddie hedges richard bannon, and paul maccary for combining their many talents toward making four little songs into a real record.

imagine when the girls hear themselves on these recordings. wow — they are elated and encouraged and empowered! and now new survivor girls will be inspired to be part of the music. so thank you. your partnership in this project will make a difference in the lives of many precious survivor girls for years to come.

thank you thank you for joining you for the band!!!

with much love and a grateful heart,

laurie kallevig
founder, survivor girl ukulele band project